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Abstract | Due to the popularization of Internet,
cooperative applications of project-enterprise type are
expected to become commonplace on the WEB. By
project-enterprise, we understand short-lived enterprises
which are built by aggregating several partners around
a project and for the duration of this project. They
require new technologies to organize their short duration networks. For this purpose, this paper describes a
exible approach to build cooperation support software
by assembling basic and generic cooperation patterns.
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I. Introduction

Due to the popularization of Internet, cooperative
applications of project-enterprise type are expected to
become commonplace on the WEB. The concept of
project-enterprise depicts the idea that many applications are the result of the cooperation between several
actors, playing di erent roles, who build a temporary
relational system which is structured by a common objective project and for the duration of a project. This
corresponds also to the idea of temporarily virtual enterprise [1]. Building trade is a good example of such
short-lived enterprises: it implicates a lot of partners
(architect, research consultant, control oce, building rm, electrician, carpenter, .. .) which build an
enterprise for the duration of the building work.
We think that the number of project-enterprises is
really huge and that project-enterprises are an important market for the internet technology which allows
short duration and low-cost connections between partners who had not invested into specialized communication channels. However, cost consideration is not
sucient: internet technologies must modify at the
very least the habits of partners and must compensate
this modi cation with an increase of value. We think
that the development of exible cooperation models,
which can apply to many di erent situations and for
many di erent partners, acts in this direction. This is
the objective of the work described in this paper. Our
approach is to de ne generic cooperation patterns (or
cooperation bricks), which can be combined to build

ecient cooperation policies. As in addition projectenterprise partners have not necessary a large computer men sta , this process must be easy to implement. However, we do not cover all the aspects of
project-enterprises. We are mainly interested in the
development of new technologies and new services to
support the concurrent engineering, and especially the
co-design activities, inherent to project-enterprises.
This paper describes the approach we develop to
reach this objective with some intermediate results to
prove its (partial) feasibility. Section II introduces the
approach. Section III describes a rst taxonomy of cooperation modes on which we are currently reasoning
and gives an example based on co-designing a building
(III-C). Section IV explains why and how it can work
(IV-A considers some formal aspects, IV-B quickly describes an implementation strategy we are actually experimenting). Finally, section V concludes.
II. An approach to build cooperative
applications

Our approach to build cooperative applications is
based on a design methodology illustrated in gure
1. This methodology is based on the assumption that
any project-enterprise can be described as a network
of distributed activities. These activities are interconnected through some communication links that allow
the exchange and the sharing of various software artifacts and documents.
The methodology consists in two main steps: in a
rst step, designers build a cooperation table starting
from their knowledge about the target application and
from a taxonomy of cooperation modes. This cooperation table describes the di erent kinds of interaction
that may occur between the di erent activities in the
project. In a second step, developers implement the
cooperative application based on the cooperation table resulting from the rst step and on a library of
cooperation patterns. This is illustrated in gure 1.
Our goal is to provide tools to support this approach. A rst step toward this goal is the de nition
of a set of cooperation modes to which designers can
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Fig. 1. An Approach to Build Cooperative Applications

refer. We discuss a taxonomy of cooperation modes in
the next section. The result of the srt step is a cooperation table: we suppose that each row of this table
establishes a relation between two activities, an object and a cooperation mode. Based on this table and
on a set of cooperation patterns, developers must be
able to build the cooperative application. A cooperation pattern is a programming view of a cooperation
mode.
III. A taxonomy of cooperation modes

Before to describe a rst taxonomy of cooperation
modes on which we are currently reasoning, we introduce a general cooperation architecture on which our
cooperation modes are based. Especially, we focus on
cooperation by object sharing.
A. Cooperation by object sharing

This section quickly introduces our model of cooperation based on object sharing. We consider that a
cooperative application is a network of connected and
interacting activities. Each activity has its proper subgoal which contributes to the global goal of the global
application and stores objects it works with in its own
object base (see gure 2).
Human agents work being connected to an activity.
They modify objects with their usual tools by checking
them out of the activity base and checking them in
back to the base when the modi cation is complete.
Activity bases are multiversionned: every object
belonging to an activity base is in fact stored as a ver-

Fig. 2. Object Sharing

sion DAG. When a user wants to modify an object, he
generally checks out from the activity base the latest
version of the object, modi es it and checks in back to
the base, creating then a new version for this objects.
This is illustrated in gure 2 where a user connected
to activity three checks out object A, modi es it and
checks in back to the base.
In addition, each object may exist in di erent versions in di erent activity bases at the same time. In
fact, di erent activities interact by transferring copies
of the objects from remote activity bases to their
proper base. This can be done just to simply read the
value of the object, or to create a new dag of cooperative versions, as introduced in the following section.
This is depicted in gure 2: each activity (one, two
and three) owns its proper copy of object A : activities one and two transferred the object A from the
base of the activity three. They both derived a new
version graph from the version they copied.
In this context, transfers must respect some cooperation policies or rather, based on this architecture,
a cooperation policy is de ned by a set of constraints
on transfers between activity bases. Of course, organization of workspaces and workspace transfers can be
largely deepened, but we content us here with the principles requested to understand the cooperation modes
introduced below.
B. Cooperation modes

B.1 Taxonomy criteria
Our taxonomy of cooperation modes is based on the
following three main criteria.
 read/write dependencies. The behavior of the
interactions between di erent activities depends upon

the nature of operations these activities apply to objects. As example, when two activities modify the
same object, some work risks to be lost. It is not the
case when the two activities simply read these objects.
We say that, for a given object, it exists a read/read
dependency between two activities if they read the
same object; it exists a write/read dependency if one
of them reads the object and the other modi es it;
it exists a write/write dependency if the two activities modify it. Di erent read/write dependencies can
apply for the same couple of activities but for di erent objects. Note that the write/read dependency is
oriented; the others are not.
 synchronous/asynchronous view. We say that,
for a given object, two activities have a synchronous
view of this object if they observe exactly the same
sequence of states of the object. The modi cations of
the object that leads to a new state transition may be
produced by one or the other of the two activities, but
also.
When two activities share an object and may observe
a di erent state sequence for that object, they have an
asynchronous view of this object. Two activities can
have a synchronous view of an object and an asynchronous view of another.
 nal state dependency. For a given object, two
activities are nal state dependent if they must share
the same value of the object at the time they terminate
their execution. The two activities are not required to
simultaneously terminate : one can terminate producing a nal value of the object while the other continue
its execution using this value, but without modifying
it.
It is easy to understand that, for a lot of activities in
a lot of applications, its is necessary to synchronize
their view of shared objects before to terminate. This
applies especially for activities which have an asynchronous view of some object(s) shared with other activity(ies).
B.2 Cooperation modes
Combining these three criteria, we can distinguish
between twelve modes of interaction (see gure 3) between two activities and for a given object. In addition, we have introduce the concurrent and the competitive behavior to characterize two activities which
do not cooperate but must be synchronized.
1. concurrent. Two activities are concurrent if they
access the same object but each one ignores (and must
ignore) the existence of the other. It is the general
paradigm largely implemented in traditional database
management systems.
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Fig. 3. Cooperation Modes

2. competitive. Two activities are competitive if
they must execute in isolation with respect to the application process.
3. neighbouring. Two activities are neighbours if
they have transferred a version of the same object in
their proper workspace to read it. Probably that the
shared object is not critical for the application (it can
be as example a user's manual of a programming language).
4. developer/inspector. Two activities follows a
developer/inspector scheme if one (the developer)
modi es an object and the second (the inspector)
reads one or several successive cooperative version produced by the other. As example, a user has the responsibility to edit a part of a document; the other inspect
at a given time the part assigned to the rst.
5. alternative. Two activities are alternative if,
starting from the same original object, they develop
two alternative versions of the same object without
interfering. Each alternative version can lead to a dag
of cooperative versions. There is no transfer between
their workspaces. May be that the di erent versions
will have to be merged and this might not be an easy
task, but this is not the role of the two alternatives.

6. mirror read. Two activities read the same version of an object. This can be for security purpose or
because of the sharing of a common awareness source.
7. synchronous developer/inspector. The same
behavior than developer/inspector, but in addition,
the inspector see each last cooperative version produced by the developer as soon as possible.
8. co-editor. Two activities are co-editor if they
modify simultaneously the same object. Each new cooperative version produced by an activity is seen as
soon as possible by the other.
9. co-inspector. Two users are co-inspector if they
read, possibly di erent cooperative versions, of the
same object, but they must agree on the last value
they have read before to terminate their execution.
10. client-server. Two activities follow a clientserver scheme if one has the responsibility to modify
an object and the other reads this object to integrate
it in its proper work. Client and server can momentarily see di erent versions of the object, but they
must agree on the value of the shared object before
the server stabilizes it.
11. cooperative write. Two activities develop two
alternative versions of the same object and must merge
their modi cations before to conclude.
12. synchronous co-inspector. Two activities read
the same version of an object and must agree on the
last version they read before to conclude simultaneously.
13. synchronous client-server. A client-server, but
in addition, the client must read each new cooperative
version produced by the server as soon as possible.
14. synchronous cooperative write. A cooperative write, but in addition, both activities see always
the same version of the object. In other terms, each
new cooperative version produced by an activity is
seen as soon as possible by the other.
To conclude this section, we want to underline that
this taxonomy consider only unidirectional cooperation modes. However, more complex modes can be
built from these basic one. As example, we call
writer/reviewer the combination of two symetrical
client-server modes in which one object transferred
in one direction is the review of the other transferred
in the other direction.
C. An Example Case

To illustrate the approach introduced above, we apply it now to a simple project-enterprise in which four

partners (an architect, a structural engineer, a HVAC
engineer and a town planer, see gure 4) contribute to
the development of a common concept, the plan of a
building [2].
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Fig. 4. A Project-Enterprise

The organization of work and especially the cooperation model is de ned in the cooperation tables1 illustrated in gure 5. The goal of the architect is to
produce the plan of the building. It works under the
control of the town planer which veri es that the external appearance of the building respects the rules
de ned for the town. They share two objects : the
plan and the plan-review. The architect creates a
rst version of the plan and sends it to the town planner. The town planner veri es if the plan respects
the district rules and returns a plan-review. Then,
the architect and the town planner exchange asynchronously several versions of the plan and the corresponding plan-review. Finally, they must agree on a
common value of the plan.
With this view of things, a client-server mode is well
adapted to organize their interactions concerning the
plan. To ensure that every review will be used by the
architect, a synchronous client-server mode is better
adapted for plan-reviews. As de ned in section IIIB.2, this means that the architect will have to take
into account all successive versions of the review.
The architect and the structural engineer have chosen to interact very closely; they work on the plan at
the same time, in a cooperative write mode. The only
constraint is that they have to merge their modi cations before to conclude.
An agreement between the architect and the HVAC
engineer is that the architect provides the HVAC engineer with some preliminary versions of the plan. The
objective is to allow him to organize his work in advance. However, the architect wants the HVAC engi1 For some cooperation modes, the two activities do not fulll the same role. For instance, when we use the client/server
mode, one activity is the server while the other is the client. We
underlined the role ful lled by the activity.

neer to see the nal version of the building plan: they
work following a client-server mode.
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Fig. 5. Cooperation Tables for the Example

However, this means that activities have to be connected to this server continuously ( gure 6-a). This
does not correspond to the nature of the applications
that we consider in which:
Each actor already has his own environment and
doesn't want to change his habits. Moreover, he has
to be free to work as he wants in his environment.
 Due to the expensiveness of network connections,
actors are generally disconnected when they work, but
this sould not prevent them to work.
 In large projects, nobody possesses the entire knowledge of the system. Therefore, it is extremely dicult
and often impossible to determine, in a centralized
way, all the possible impacts of a given change.


IV. How and why can it work ?

A1

This section gives some hints about how to put the
approach into practice from the point of view of correctness of execution and from the point of view of
system implementation.
A. Correctness criteria to integrate cooperation modes

Synchronizing interactions as introduced above is
not a simple job. Our way to do it is to implement each
cooperation mode as a generic cooperation (software)
pattern and to develop a glue to assemble patterns.
Currently, we have yet experimented the approach
with a subset of cooperation modes, including these introduced in the above example. Each generic pattern
is de ned as a set of rules which constrains the transfers between workspaces. These patterns are dynamically glued thanks to a protocol which implements
a correctness criterion, the COO-serializability [3],
[4]. This criterion characterizes the execution of processes which interact in client-server and/or cooperative write cooperation modes. In addition, the protocol can restrict the set of executions accepted by
the criterion to manage synchronous client-server and
synchronous cooperative write modes.
B. Distributed control for cooperative activities

Most distributed systems are based on a client/server
architecture in which, though single activities may execute at geographically distributed nodes, the knowledge about the processes which execute is kept in a
centralized database at the server level. This centralization makes it easier to synchronize and monitor
the overall execution as all decisions are taken on this
server which has a global view of the whole system.
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To support these requirements, our approach is
based on a peer-to-peer architecture ( gure 6-b). That
is, an activity is viewed as a self contained component
that cooperates with other components by exchanging, during its execution, some (possibly preliminary)
results. By self contained we mean that an activity
should manage itself its own data, both for data storage and interaction control. Doing this, each activity
is responsible for its data exchanges with others activities. So, unlike con guration management tools or
transactional systems, we avoid activity denpendency
towards any kind of server, neither for data access nor
for interaction control.
The main idea is that when an activity want to communicate with another one, these activities begin by
negotiating a cooperation protocol (i.e. a cooperation
mode). This negotiation will ensure, at least, that
the protocol one activity wants to use is known by the
other. Thus each activity will have a cooperation table

which purpose will be to show which protocol to use
to control the exchanges of a given data with a given
activity. Figure 5 shows cooperations tables built for
each activity of the example depicted gure 4.
Then, the system will ensure that all exchanges between these two activities will respect the negotiated
protocol, while keeping them independent of one another: in case of protocol violation, only the faulty
exchange is refused. From the user point of view, the
main advantage of our approach is that we de ne cooperation protocols to coordinate data exchanges between activities and not to control the activities themselves. Therefore, an activity is largely independent of
other activities for the task it performs. This means
that each actor of the system is free to work like he
wants, as long as his data exchanges with other actors
are correct.
We go in further details with this architecture and
its implementation as CORBA services in [5].
V. Conclusion

The above sections illustrate the fact that the approach is feasible from both a theoretical point of view
and from an implementation point of view. From a
theoretical point of view, our approach comes from a
previous experience in the area of software development environments and was implemented in the COO
system [6]. It works because we are able to refer for all
considered cooperation modes to a common correctness criterion that acts as an integration mechanism.
In addition, the current protocol is generic and application independent: this is a guarantee that it can be
used by organizations with a small computer sciences
expertise. All that is implemented in the COO system [6]. Our objective is to continue in this way but
for a larger and better representative set of cooperation mode. The goal is to develop a framework for
specifying and building distriubted cooperative applications with a predictable behavior.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
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